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physicians more inexpensively and accurately diagnose
normal vs. abnormal biological tissues. This methodology
is also applicable to planet surface information gathering
and to molecular assessment of bacteria.

Abstract
This paper describes a novel learning methodology used to
analyze bio-materials. The premise of this research is to
help pathologists quickly identify anomalous cells in a cost
efficient method. Skilled pathologists must methodically,
efficiently and carefully analyze manually histopathologic
materials for the presence, amount and degree of
malignancy and/or other disease states. The prolonged
attention required to accomplish this task induces fatigue
that may result in a higher rate of diagnostic errors.. In
addition, automated image analysis systems to date lack a
sufficiently intelligent means of identifying even the most
general regions of interest in tissue based studies and this
shortfall greatly limits their utility. An intelligent data
understanding system that could quickly and accurately
identify diseased tissues and/or could choose regions of
interest would be expected to increase the accuracy of
diagnosis and usher in truly automated tissue based image
analysis.
We have developed a diagnostic tool (Bio-Analysis
system) that uses a novel framework of morphological and
molecular assessment of human histopathologic tissues
based on multi-spectral signatures. The Bio-Analysis
system creates multispectral imagery of tissue sections
called 'BioCubes' and integrates them with neural network
learning processing techniques to provide analysis and
diagnosis capabilities. A complex ultra dimensional data
set of bio-cubes of both benign and malignant prostate
glandular epithelium was created and analyzed. In
assigning either a benign or a malignant group designation
to each gland, conclusive results were obtained with a
high-speed turn-around and a 98% correct classification, as
compared to manual analysis. System knowledge was
gained by biologically inspired neural network learning
algorithm generalization of spectral and spatial
information. This technology can provide a human like
learning process, which may eventually be utilized to help

1.0

Introduction

Pathologists view pathologic tissues, typically with
brighfield microscopes, to determine the degree of
normalcy versus disease. This process is time consuming,
and fatiguing. The induced exhaustion created by this
process may contribute to diagnostic errors. This research
describes a Bio-Analysis system that classifies and
identifies pathological tissues in an automated fashion. It
provides a novel framework of morphological and
molecular assessment of these bio-materials.
In section 1.1, we provide a brief description of multispectral signatures of a cell and an analysis of how this
concept is related to health care problems. In section 2.0,
we discuss our Bio Analysis System setup, and we make a
brief comparison to technologies used in health care
industry. Later, in section 3.0, we provide a brief
description and a motivation for using neural networks by
reviewing some of the work in the area as applied to multispectral data analysis. In the final sections, we show
simulation of results and conclude by analyzing the results.

1.1

Multi-spectral signatures of cells

Every bio-material has a unique spectral distribution that
can be viewed as its "fingerprint", hence its importance in
space exploration or health care. Current bio-analysis
system sensors have 22 to 24 channels of data. Future biosensors will produce even larger numbers of data channels.
Currently, we create our own BioCube data sets from a
prostate Tissue Micro-Array (TMA) slide obtained from
UCLA. Each BioCube encompasses 22 images taken at
different wavelengths (superimposed sensory channels).
The wavelengths range from 470 nano-meters to 7 10 n a n e
meters of the electromagnetic spectrum. Epi-fluorescence
light energy from a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained
TMA is continually transmitted through a Zeiss

microscope and a liquid crystal tunable filter. A
sophisticated 12-bit precision camera converts the
spmm of transmitted energy into an image. Figure 1
repmen@a single pixel qecrrurn from a BioCube.

The H&E tissue micrparray biopsy slides were produced
by UCLA hospitals; each spot in the slides contains hmign
and malignant prostate cells. The technique of H&E
staining and their tmmittance properties are beyond the
soope of this study. See any standard bistotechnology book
for more details. For each spcimen on the micro-array
slide, a 1 2 4 1precision black and white camera was used
to capture 20 to 50 images at different wavelengths
(sensory channels). Those images were laid on top of each
0th in the

shape of a cube, henceforth, the "Bio-cubes".
These Biecubes contain multispeehl imagery of cells in
the ranges of from 450 nm to 7 10 nm,every 5nm band.

with the following diagnosis, k top 4 rows are dl benign
glands, the bottom 4 mws have mostly tumor, but also
some intervening n o m l glands and some PIN Cprwtatic
intmepithelif neoplasia). There are also wtrylng grades,
uwlly fimn 3 35 out of 5 (grade 2 and especially grade 1
are relatively me). Our test and verifiation data included
a g d e on each tumor image. PIease note how variable
these m o r s can look from this selection (Figure 2.)

In general, p~wtateglands have a doubldaymd cellular
arehikc-,
an outer basal cdl layer, and m inner
(luminal) gtandular cell layer. One assumes in general thaf
knign glands have these two layers, and tumor glands
have one layer though that is not 100% me, it is a
reasonable generalization that provides a clue to diagnosis.
Deviations from these rules include the fact that the basal
cell layer may be slightly discontinuous, dowing for small
focal regions of single ceU layered benign glands, and
indeed, conversely, all dysplasias (eg, prostatic
inhtepithelial Neoplasir PIN) and some early
malignancies remain in regions confined by a basal cell
layer, qxcially where the hunor glands grow along an
existing gland or duct. These regions represent carcinoma

-

in sihr,
For our pupma here, we have assumed that the benign
glands have a basal cull layer, ince detecting these layem
is an important due to s h d a r d diagndc scpmtion of
'benign' and 'tumor' glandular cells, or more pmisety,
benign and in siw lesions from infiltrative d i c i e s . .

1.2
Medical urilizution
Multispeetral sensors for each biamaterid have a unique
distribution of signatures that can be viewed as aa image
(i.e., Figure 5). Processing of such vast amounts of data,
especially in real time, are computer intensive [1,2].
Therefore, there is a clear need fw advanced bidnspimd
computing mfiware and hardware that can effectively
handt thae significant dam sets.
Trained pathologists must carefully view all diagnostic
hisbop&hologic materials to determine the presence of
tumor, in this example, and the degree (different grades) of
rnalignmcy. Tbis process is time consuming and the
induced fatigue created by this prccess may results in
human m r s . Bio-Analysis systerns will help pahlogipts
identify anomalous cells in a pmciw and cost efficient
manner. In addition, the technique is wfid as an adjunct
to fiather automated image analysis.

F

i 2 depicts a typical H&E stained TMA tissue spot,
imaged ftom a slide. Each TMA spot inhabits a known
coordinate location, and thus tissue and patient datahe
information may be linked to each spot.. Dr. Seligson, a
UCLA pathologist has diagnosed each biopsy tissue spot,

Pigure 2 Microarray Biopsy T i e Cells of Prostate

Please notice, each column (A-H) is £hmone patient, so it
win inhesting to see how different tisue mas in the
same patient can generate different qmbd s i p h m .

2.0

BiocAnalysSs System Setup

Figure 3, depicts the Bio-Analysis system and Figum 4,
shows BimAnalysis Algorithm, where BioCubes are
produced and d y a d As a first step in analyzing
BioCub, lhe principle component analysis (PCA) was
applied to the entire data set to rtducc dimemiodity.
However, after a review of the find results, it was
nmssary to me all the bands at this time, becausej
reduced dimensionality had lost viial information

necessary for ~Iassification.All spectral bands of each
pixel were used as input into the bieanalysis algorithm.

Fipre 3 Bia-Analysis System
A self-orpizing feature of unsupervised n e m l networks
was applied to h e Bidubes i m a m 13.41. This method
has partitioned an image c u h into individual classes based
upon the similarity atnong the spectral bands of a pixel.
Therefore, input BioCube was mapped onto a twodimensional array of six possible chmes and was lahled
with the c t w number [color).
Fearwe exmction of morphological information wm
acquired by applying a mathematical filter to capfeatures such as size, shape, and orientation of cell nuclei
151. A combination of self-organizing feature clasges,
molecular motphology, and supervised learning was
applied for further identification of classes.

Figure 4 BiwAnnlysb Algorithms

Compahon to Technology used by
2.1
Pkyskiuns
Multispeclral image data of t i s s u ~ s provides the
information of the abso@on and scattering of the cells in
the tissues, The optlcd dingnosh can ptentially provide
an accurate and efficient method as well as lower health
care costs. In comparison, Ultrasound and Magnetic
Resonance Image (MRI) are two stamof-art techniques
widely used by physicians as diagnostic tools that provide
information on gross tissue structure d some blood flow
data to soft tissues. Both methodologies provide excellent

soft tissue differentiation, display and boundary contrast
k w c m anatomical structures. Alternatively, imaging
technologies such as optical coherence tomography and
Computed Tomography (CT) imaging, dso known as

"CAT wanningn (Computed Axial T o m w h y ) also
provide structural information, but do not provide
laformallon on cell biocbemWy. The optical properties
of biochemiirtry of cell tissues has been studied and used
for clinical or biomedical applications in recent years. For
example, skin cancer is a disease in which malignant cells
rue found in the outer layer of the skin 161. Tissue
classification of multi-spectral MRI images of brain has
k e n plwsibla [7]. However, the range of wave1engths used
is limited md the methodology of classification does not
take advantage of morphology information of cells and
tissues. There is also, no ongoing learning process. In
summary, B i d y s i s technology can provide mom
details, aud a better learning process to help the physicians
to inexpensively and accurately diagnose tissw variations,
such as n
d vs. abnormal cells and tissues.

3.0

Learning multi-spectral data

Processing multi-spectral image cubes, in real time, is
computer intensive [I].
There are mveml different
algorithms referenced here that can effectively deal with
these data sets. It is shown that bio-inspired neural network
Iearning architecms may offer a valuable alternative to
the Baywian classifier [8,9]. With neural n e t w d s , h e a
posteriori probabilities are computed with no a priori
assumptions about the probability distribution functions
(PDFs) Lat generate the dassification. The neural
classifier learns from training examples and generates a
general type of input-output mapping which is then
designed optimally to comply with a given set of problem
sets. It is demonstrated that a deterministic feedforward
network, which is called the BoltPnann perceptron
classifier (BPC), can efficientIy compute the a posteriori
class probabilities. Maximum a psteriori ( W )
classifiers are also c o d as a special cas0 of the
BPC. Struchual relationships between the BPC and EI
conventional mdtilayer perceptron (MLP) are given, and it
is demonstrated that rather intricate boundaries between
classes can be formed even with a relatively modest
number of network units. Simulation results show that the
BPC is compmabte in performance to a Bayesian claifiw
[lo]In practical pamm-recagnition applications, the Gaussian
classifier is often suboptimal k a u s e sume featurw are
non-ljaussian or even discrete valued, the class statistics
are only estimated, and the covariance matrix invasions
can be illcanditioned. Presmtly these problems are dealt
with by mapping the Gaussian classifier to a sigma-pi
neural network, to which it's isomwpbic Gaussian
classifiers are equivalent to "sim-pi" networks [I I].
Back-propagation learning is then used m improve
classifier performance. With a multi-spectral cube of
tandsat TM data, it hag teen shown that feedfwward

neural networks yield better result than maximum
likelihood method (Bayes optimal discrimination) [12].
In s m q , there are several premises that advocate
neural networks as the computational framework for the
analysis of multi-spectral data. Hwtz, Krogh and Palmer

[I31 have shown that many standard statistical classifiers
are special case of nwral networks. For imtauce, Yair and
W h o [lo] have pointed out that MAP cfassifiets lie.,
classifiers that choose the class with the highest a
posteriori probability) are a special case of Bolzmann
pereceptron network. Yau and Manary [I I] have shown
the equivalence bebeen Gaussian classifiers and "sigmapi-" networks. Ruck [I41 suggested that rnultilayer
perceptron networksprovide an excellent approximation to
a Baycs optimal discriminant function. In addition.
Bentdrktsson [IS] has found neural network are

Analyzed fe8ults were compared with prediagnosed
bropsy spots I biopsy images, One frequent majw feature
of malignancy is related with the nucleus of the cells,
therefore, it was essential to obtain segmentation of the
image. in order to isolate these nuclei hthe rest of the
imaie; i.e. from the cytoplasm, and. This research study is
ongoing: currently we have analyzed 42 cubes out of 88
e i b l e cubes, and we achieved success rate of 98% in
classification and identification of the cells.

distribution free that can detect and exploit nonlinear data
patterns and me superior to statistical methods in terns of
classification accuracy. This is an advantage over
statistical methods, particularly when there is no
knowledge of tbe satistical distribution functions of the
data. Herman and Khazenie [ 161, demommted that neural
networks perform better or equal:to conventional statistical
classifiers on multispectral dab.

Results
Bimanalysis algorithm has p d d the following results.
Unsupervised spectral signature classification module
classified the TMA tissues into four molecular
classifications: cell walls, nuclei, cytoplasm, smma, and
blood vessels. This module also cIassifies none producing
m o l ~ a rsignatures imo background or uaknown /
unclassified class. Supervised learning module combined
spatiespeed information for further classification and
identification (hnign or cancerous).
As part of the data oollection and verification methodology
we have created training and testing sets for e o m ~ s o n
analysis. The training and test set contained the spectral
information f moIecu1sr signatures and morphological
information such as shape, orienta!ion. and size of the
nuclei of a cell. The supervised learning was performed m
using the mining set and validated by the test set.

Generally, it takes more than ten years of training to
become an expert in the field of surgical pathological
diagnosis. And still experts have some difliculty with
diagnostic agreement, especially in what could be termed
'grey-area' cases with histologies falling into borderline
morphologic categories, and with some inherent variance
in perception within the pathology community as to
exactly where these categories begin and end It is possible
that Bio-cube analysis could normalize this variance and
reduce biased diagnoses. Figure 5 represents a typical
pictorial classification and identification.

5.0

Conclusion

We have develcpd and brought together multispectral
imagery principles and mechanisms of neuromorphic

computing found in biologicaI systems,and applied them
to diagnostic detection of cancer.

Moladm assessment d the cells was achieved by
applying rnultisped imagery principles. An imaging
spectrometer provides a reflectance and transmission
specttal signature of molecules within the cell as well as
cell morphology. We have correctly cImsified and
identified bio-materials with high-speed turn around.
As part of our future gods, other methods that can be
applied are: converting the bio-cube into its frequency
component and then

creating a filter that will
morpbologicdiy classify the cells and tissues. In addition,
further morphologica1 distinctions (eg. tumor gtading)
could potentially be made with furher neural network
learning methodology. Also, other tissue types will be
analyzed.
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